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VOTING WILL NOT BE ENOUGH—
WE NEED TO TAKE TO THE STREETS,
AND STAY IN THE STREETS
DEMANDING TRUMP/PENCE OUT NOW!
by Bob Avakian
In the Statement By Bob Avakian, August 1, 2020, On The Immediate Critical Situation,The Urgent Need To Drive Out
The Fascist Trump/Pence Regime, Voting In This Election, And The Fundamental Need For Revolution**, I spoke to
this important point:
At this critical hour, every appropriate means of non-violent action must be utilized to remove this regime from
power. And if, in spite of mass protest demanding the removal of the Trump/Pence regime, this regime remains
in power when it is time for voting, then—without placing fundamental reliance on this—using all appropriate
means to work for the removal of this regime must include voting against Trump (assuming the election is
actually held). To be clear, this means not a “protest vote” for some candidate who has no chance of winning,
but actually voting for the Democratic Party candidate, Biden, in order to effectively vote against Trump.
At the same time, however, I strongly emphasized that
Simply relying on voting to oust this regime will almost certainly lead to very bad, even disastrous results. This
is especially true given what this regime is already doing, and what Trump is saying, in relation to the election.
But, if that is true, then how could this regime be removed from power—and, specifically, how could a mass mobilization
actually lead to this regime being forced to go?
Imagine this.
Among the thousands who have already been reached, and moved, by the work of RefuseFascism.org, raising the
demand that this fascist regime must be OUT NOW!, growing numbers become grass roots organizers, reaching out
to their families, friends and communities, and involving all kinds of people and groups—through direct contact, social
media, and in other ways—drawing into this growing, and increasingly diverse, mass movement thousands more who
share their hatred for everything this regime stands for and is moving mercilessly to hammer into place. Many more,
in turn, also become organizers.
Imagine that, as has happened with the mass protests against racist oppression and police terror, people mobilize in
the streets, day after day, beginning on October 3rd, responding to the call from Refuse Fascism for sustained nonviolent but determined demonstrations around the unifying demand that this regime must go, now. These mobilizations
grow, expanding and multiplying—joined by increasing numbers of people outraged by continuing police brutality and
murder; by the ravaging of the environment; children in cages and tens of thousands of immigrants in concentration
camps on the border; Trump’s heartless and reckless neglect and lying about the COVID pandemic, causing tens of
thousands of needless deaths, disproportionately among Black and Brown and Native people; the regime’s relentless
move to further consolidate a Supreme Court that is another instrument of fascist bigotry and repression—masses
of people, from all parts of society, who are sickened by all this, and are coming to see even more clearly that all this
is bound up with and driven by this fascist regime, joining with the ongoing daily mobilizations, linking their outrage
and resistance with the unifying demand: OUT NOW!
Imagine: Students, teachers, scientists, medical professionals, lawyers, clergy and their congregations, unions, civil
rights and justice organizations, artists, athletes and others in the cultural arena—all these, and others, take up the
call and mobilize to strengthen the movement. Celebrities, and prominent people in many fields, utilize their platforms
to magnify the message and help to mobilize still greater numbers.
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As the crimes of this regime escalate day after day—spewing white supremacy, male supremacy, and other bigotry;
moving to suppress votes and steal the election; threatening and unleashing violence to remain in power regardless
of the outcome of the election; increasingly turning the “Justice Department” into a naked instrument of lawless
repression, robbing people of basic rights, while moving to hammer into place a Supreme Court that will declare all this
“Constitutional” and “legal”—as all this, and more, becomes increasingly blatant, and accelerates at a dizzying pace
with the approach of the scheduled election, growing sectors of society come to the realization that they cannot simply
look to the election to deal with this. Casting aside passive reliance on the “normal political process,” and overcoming
fear in the face of threats and assaults by fascist thugs, all over the country masses of ordinary people, in growing
waves, take to the streets, join the ongoing OUT NOW! mobilizations, or themselves initiate such mobilizations where
they are not yet happening. This becomes a massive groundswell, engulfing the country as a whole, dramatically
changing the terms of political engagement, forcing every political contender and all the dominant institutions in
society to respond to this rising wave of determined mass resistance. This growing mobilization moves from the
margins to the center of media attention and coverage, in this country and internationally. People around the world
take notice, are inspired and organize demonstrations in solidarity and support.
Imagine that, all of a sudden, Democratic Party politicians and operatives are forced to realize that they cannot
simply funnel all the outrage and discontent into an election that is being daily stolen and violently corrupted by the
fascist regime. These politicians now declare that they identify with the sentiments of the masses of demonstrators
demanding OUT NOW!—and they seek to have speakers at rallies and work to control and direct the mobilizations into
“acceptable channels” that will not lead to further “disorder.” But, given the growing understanding and determination
of the demonstrators, these politicians’ efforts only draw even more attention, and still greater numbers, to these
mobilizations—and, even in the face of growing threats and acts of repression and violence by the regime and its
fascist supporters, in and out of uniform, these mobilizations continue to grow and even more powerfully thunder the
demand: OUT NOW!
Faced with this intensifying situation, the leaders of the Democratic Party calculate that the only way they can hope
to gain control over the situation and re-establish some semblance of “orderly process” is to themselves take up
the demand that the Trump/Pence regime must go—now—even before a scheduled election that this regime has
thoroughly perverted and prevented from proceeding as a “free and fair” process. This move by the Democrats is
joined (or supported, behind the scenes) by others in powerful positions in the government, including even some
Republican politicians who have finally decided that their political goals and personal ambitions are better served by
breaking with this regime and regrouping around other “leaders.” Trump (and Pence) are presented with the ultimatum
from these ruling class forces that either they resign or they will be impeached—and, this time, convicted—and those
making this demand also make clear that they have the institutional power behind them to enforce this, if Trump (and
Pence) refuse to leave.

Imagine!
Of course, it is impossible to say exactly where things will end up, and there is no “guarantee” of success.
But it is possible. And two things should be emphasized in relation to this.
First, if masses of people do not take to the streets, now, around the demand that this regime must go; if this
regime is allowed to suppress votes and use the threat and force of violence to remain in power; if it is able
to further consolidate its fascist rule and to be further unleashed to bludgeon into place its fascist program
and aims—then the consequences will truly be catastrophic.
Second, we—all of us, from many different walks of life and many different political perspectives, who can
recognize this fascist regime for what it is and refuse to live in a fascist America—we, by acting together, in
the thousands and millions, can give expression to the strongly held sentiments of tens and tens of millions,
who righteously hate everything this regime represents and aspire to a much better world than this. We can
give life to massive, non-violent but sustained, and rapidly growing, mass mobilizations demanding that this
regime must go—now—with the possibility that this can become a reality. We can powerfully give expression
to the crucial understanding that—because of its very fascist nature, and with its escalating attempts to
corrupt an election and remain in power regardless of the actual outcome of that election—this regime
is illegitimate and must be removed. And if, even with this mass mobilization, this regime is still in power on
November 3rd, the fact that we have carried out this mass mobilization and powerfully raised this OUT NOW!
demand, will mean that there will be much more favorable conditions for continuing, and further amplifying
and strengthening, this mass mobilization if Trump and his regime attempt to stay in power, regardless of the
actual outcome of the election.
Whether there will be a real possibility of a society, a world and a future for humanity—one worth living in—
will depend, to no small degree, on what we who aspire to such a world decide to do, and strive with the
determination necessary to make this a reality.
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